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B. HORTICULTURE: THE PEOPLE’ FOOD SUPPLY 

 
Ireland channels nearly €2½ billion per year into agri-food, albeit much is cycled via Brussels. What pay-
back does the Irish consumer-taxpayer receive? The preservation of rural / farming communities?  Jobs up 
and downstream of the farm-gate? Increasing agri-food’s exports [while ignoring the food trade balance]? 
 
Much of the funding supports farming cattle where the produce is exported. And despite a comparative 
advantage in growing grass, the support is not delivering farm incomes that can demographically sustain 
the farming population. It is time questions are asked about how the Irish taxpayers’ money is employed.  
 
Climate change may well impact upon global food security. Reducing food miles will be a climate-change 
mitigation strategy. It will be about sourcing local foods for local people. It will also be about sourcing local 
feed for farmed animals. Closing nutrient cycles for people is difficult enough without trying to do the same 
for confined farm animals. All these factors point towards the need to rebalance Ireland’s farming sector.  
 
Hence, FARM 2 FORK 2030 is about the provision of local foods for local people and providing food diversity 
from local sources. It must be about growing fruit, vegetables and nuts. If only one in twenty apples eaten 
in Ireland are local, there is a long way to go. In the fully-costed food system of the future, perceptions of 
comparative advantage will alter and for Ireland it will mean local foods for local people and horticulture.  
 

COMMERCIAL FRUIT GROWING 
 
With the supermarkets’ dominance of the routes-to-market for fresh fruit, their strict quality specification 
and the demands of the modern-day consumer, investing in, say apples, is expensive and difficult. Planting, 
high-density orchards and building their storage and handling infrastructure is not for the faint hearted. 
 
Can the Irish climate produce apples [and other top, cane and bush fruits]? The answer is yes. Ireland has 
only 4% of the UK apple area and is, say, Wexford or Waterford so different from England’s apple-growing 
regions? True, there is the demand for English-grown apples, a resurgence in cider and a growing desire 
for UK-grown berries. This has not been reflected in Ireland. It is also interesting to note that the Irish apple 
area is a half of that in Norway or Sweden and the same as Finland. It is 1/10th of Holland’s [all FAO data]. 
 
Would Irish consumers buy Irish fruit if it was available? They probably would, but it is the ‘probably’ that 
makes large-scale investment highly speculative. Ireland’s land and labour costs do not help. If, however, 
there is the political will to see more low-food-miles, Irish-grown fruit available in Irish supermarkets, the 
Government must make substantial grants available for establishing crops and building infrastructure. 
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COMMERCIAL VEGETABLES 
 
As with fruit, reducing food miles is a reason for a Government to elect to channel support away from the 
production of exported commodities from the beef and dairy sectors. As with fruit, it is difficult to do so 
with the ‘exotics’ and in the ‘off season’. It goes beyond supporting the domestic growing of alternatives, 
it is about switching consumer demand to those crops that can be grown in Ireland across a long season.  
 
It is also not just about food miles. Other food-security-linked issues should be of concern, for instance: 

 
Hence, there are significant reasons for the Government to support the growth of the indigenous salads 
and vegetables sector. Climatic constraints and the commercial power of those already in the sector means 
that the options are limited. Irish produce would need its own unique selling points, probably linked to the 
issues above plus ‘Grown in Ireland’. Even so, as per fruit, major investment will carry a high degree of risk. 
 
If, however, there is the political will to see more Irish-grown vegetable and salads in Irish supermarkets 
throughout the year, substantial grants must be available to build the production infrastructure required. 
 

  

 how secure are Spanish fruit, vegetable and salad supplies in terms of their producer’s reliance on 
cheaper North Africa labour, the level of plastic pollution in Almeria, or the availability of local water? 

 as successful as Dutch horticultural is, have too many consumers become too reliant on its produce? 

 is the diversity produced by large-scale horticultural businesses too limited at a time when consumers 
need to be stimulated to consume more fruits, salads and vegetables for the benefit of their health? 

 nutrient density is reputed to be much lower in currently sold vegetables. This may be due to selecting 
varieties for other characteristics and/or the use of soilless growing systems. It needs to be reversed. 

 a similar issue may also exist with modern varieties [of fruit] being chosen with a higher sugar content. 
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KEEP IT SIMPLE, KEEP IT LOCAL 
 
The capital costs of entering supermarket supply-chains will make developing new Irish supplies of fresh 
produce for the mainstream retail outlets very difficult. A lower-cost, strategy is needed. This alternative 
is to focus on small-scale, local and in-community growing for local markets characterized by direct sales 
routes; be they farmers’ markets, local retail or box/consolidation schemes to reach the urban consumer. 
 

FROM A MARKET PERSPECTIVE 

 
 

USE DIRECT ROUTES TO MARKET 

 
 

  

 do not start out seeking supermarket listings for fresh produce, niches may come later 

 sell fresh produce into local outlets where provenance and heritage count with buyers 

 be flexible and select the choicest for fresh sales and process grade-outs into products 

 disregard fresh-market sales and focus on creating products with unique selling points 

 farm/community-garden/community-owned shops, farmers’ and high-street market stalls 

 local box schemes in rural areas and ‘Riverford’ box schemes to supply urban conurbations 

 create produce-consolidation and sales routes to consumers that use common sales points 
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COMMUNITY FOOD PRODUCING 
 
Community food production requires access to land. It needs to be a legal obligation for local authorities 
to ensure that citizens as groups or individuals have access to land for community gardens and orchards 
or allotments. Housing developments should include the access to land for micro-scale food production. 
This may include tax incentives to private land owners to fulfil local authorities obligation at capped rents. 
 
It is important to recognize that local food-producing initiatives require some infrastructure. It may simply 
be water and tool-storage provision as per allotments. It may include simple facilities for food processing, 
storage and an on-site ‘farm-shop’. It may extend to crop protection to extend the growing season and/or 
produce crops throughout the winter and into the spring to provide local supplies of salads and vegetables. 
 
It should be recognized that ‘market gardening’ is a highly-productive way to use land for food production. 
It also offers people the chance to create small businesses and local employment. It also gives a community 
access to the salads and vegetable needed to improve their own health. Due to its small scale, growers can 
also offer food diversity and develop a product portfolio to suit and / or develop local consumer tastes. 
 
Extending local community-growing initiatives from vegetables and salads to fruit orchards and plantations 
is to increase the diversity of fresh produce [and processed derivatives] available to local communities. 
Such will also offer a low-risk way to making a greater diversity of traditional, heritage and highly-flavoured 
fruits available. Eventually the market knowledge may be sufficient to allow such to be more widely grown. 
 
Community involvement in growing will, inevitably, create interest in a diversity of vegetables, fruits and 
nuts. The supply of seeds, bushes and trees is limited. There is a handful of organisations / people working 
to provide such in Ireland and they must be supported, more so when they are also undertaking research 
into what suits Irish conditions and/or propagating, seed-multiplying and selling to the interested public. 

  

CLONEGAL COMMUNITY GARDEN 
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FUNDING COMMUNITY GROWING 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FRUIT AMIDST AGROFORESTRY 
 

‘Agroforestry’ often integrates agriculture and food production as per: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As many agri-forestry systems produce only ‘secondary’ volumes of produce, the produce falls within the 
context of community-growing presented here. To be successful providers of supplementary income for 
small family farms, they need access to the same routes-to-market that serve local-community growing. 
Hence, agro-forestry should be considered as working in tandem with small-scale, local foods initiatives. 
 
Funding for agro-forestry should, therefore, be considered as a part of community-food-growing schemes. 

 give local authorities funding to secure land for community gardens and/or allotments 

 evaluate the costs and extensive benefits of directly subsidizing the cost of land access 

 provide micro grants to start up and maintain local community food-producing groups 

 offer grants to establish community gardens/allotments and orchards and plantations 

 increase grant aid if a community garden is integrated with a school or college garden 

 award funding to finance horticultural educators to community food-growing projects 

 extend grant provision to individuals/farmers to create small orchards and plantations 

 ensure that grant rules allow for a diversity of fruits, nuts and even, for example, hops 

 do not overlook that grants should be given to propagators of trees, bushes and canes 

 create a grant portfolio to encourage those developing and operating market gardens 

 provide micro-grants for infrastructure to extend the salad/vegetable growing season 

 offer support for integrating growing with local food-waste collection and composting 

 enable community groups to also have integrated animal or poultry micro-enterprises 

 give grant aid for small storage and handling and processing facilities and ‘farm shops’ 

 operate a food-safety inspectorate as a ‘public good’ for small / local food-processors 

 intercropping arable cropping between very wide-spaced fruit trees rows  

 ‘traditional’ full-standard orchards set among pasture for grazing animals 

 hedgerows managed for ‘wild harvests’ of fruits, nuts and foraged greens 

 woodlands used for pannage and fruits, nuts and mushroom ‘cultivation’ 
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COMMUNITY-LED BEE KEEPING 
 
Pollinator survival and recovery is a critical issue for our future food security. It is especially so for fruit 
production. Thus, community-based fruit-growing should go hand-in-hand with community beekeeping.  
 
As with many agro-forestry foods, beekeeping initiatives should be implemented both on farms and within 
rural communities. Thus, they would also be a valuable bridge between farming and rural communities. 
 
Beekeeping offers a family-farm income stream complimentary to: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The markets for honey and bee-products will be similar to those for locally-grown fruit and vegetables. 
Hence, the route-to-markets suggested will be common to both. Similarly, support for beekeeping should 
be similar to that made available for local fruit and vegetable growing; i.e. micro-grants for establishing 
local producer groups, training, and the purchase of hives and bees and the infrastructure for processing. 
 

 ‘tall grass grazing’ of highly-diverse, species-rich pastures and leys 

 hedgerows managed for shelter, grazing and carbon sequestration 

 wildflowers sown to encourage beneficial-predators on arable land 

 traditional orchards integrated with multi-species livestock grazing 

 regenerative farming that is not exposed to one product or market 


